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Drum Screeners
L Series

Compost refining and
wood chips sieving machines
GREENLINE

L 3000
L 3000 mini
L 2000

L 3000

L 3000

The drum screener by Pezzolato is assembled on
an especially robust electro-welded frame. The
motorization is in the frontal part of the machine,
together with all transmission hydraulic units. In
the central part of the machine, there are the four
wheels supporting the screening cylinder. The drive
is transmitted by a chain, welded all around the
cylinder, and by an adaptor with hydraulic motors. The
cylinder, composed by a plate of 5 mm of thickness
and holes upon request, can be easily changed by a

Equipment on trolley 80 Km / h

single operator. The capacious hopper is equipped
with a feeding slat conveyor or, for special needs,
with a rubber one. An adjustable brush is assembled
longitudinally to the cylinder in order to keep the
screening surface cleaned.
In the standard version, either the material remaining
under the screener or on it is collected onto two
evacuation bands bringing it to an height of 2.6
meters from the ground.

Drum screening at work
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L 3000 MINI

L 3000 mini

The version “Mini” of the screener Pezzolato
represents the best price/quality ratio on the
market. An essential screener, but with a professional
manufacturing, able to satisfy a wide variety of
needs. The material remaining on the screener (Over
screener) is conveyed to the ground at the end of the
cylinder’s stoke, thanks to the screw inside it, while
two conveyors convey the fine material by collecting
it by the machine side. This machine is suitable

Wood chips sieving

either for the customers who need to produce small
quantities of compost (operators for the conservation
of green areas, nurserymen, greenhouses etc.) and for
those who need to give value to the chips by dividing
the fines or the parts extra measure, that could cause
problems in the equipment for the production
of thermal energy and/or electric with automatic
feeding.

Hook-lift system
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L 2000

L 2000

The main and essential characteristic is the height
of the discharge belt of the under-screener which
reaches two meters, thus allowing to convey the
material into a little trailer or to collect it in a big
pile on the ground. The height of the discharge
hopper over-screener reaches one meter of height,
allowing also in this case to collect the material into
little boxes or to discharge it to the ground so that
the operator can load it easily by mechanical means.

Material unloading belt under screen

The screening system is reduced to the essential and
guarantees of high performance and easiness of use.
The motorization is in the frontal part of the machine,
together with all transmission hydraulic units.

Material unloading side above screen
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Stationary version

On demand, the screener Pezzolato can be produced in stationary version, mounted on feet or on a concrete base. It can have different dimensions,
according to the needs of the equipment. Also in this case, the screening system is reduced to the essential and guarantees high performance and easiness
of use. The material remaining on the screener (Over screener) is conveyed to the ground at the end of the cylinder’s stoke, thanks to the screw inside it,
while the screened material falls directly under the cylinder, so that the operator can easily load it with excavators or by other mechanical means.

L 2000

L 3000 mini
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Plank Line

L 3000

L 3000 MINI

L 2000

Minimum tractor power:

Hp

40

20

20

Diesel motor power:

Hp

51

10

10

Electric motor power (Stationary version):

kW

15

7.5

7.5

Screening cylinder diameter:

mm

1800

1250

1100

Screening cylinder usefull length:

mm

3000

2600

1650

Height from the ground of the charging hopper:

mm

2200

2200

2650

Maximal height of the discharge belt over-screener:

mm

2600

600

1000

Maximal height of the discharge belt under-screener:

mm

2600

600

2000

Hopper’s dimensions:

mm

3000 x 1400 x 600

2300 x 1200 x 600

2000 x 1150 x 600

Pitch of the main screw:

mm

700

700

550

Hourly performance:

m³/h

20 - 40

15 - 30

15 - 25

Kg

5500

2100

1600

Indicative weight of the machine
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Progress and constant research may modify some technical data and descriptions as described in this leaflet, without Pezzolato SpA warning its readers.
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